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WATER INDUSTRY - STATUTORY REVIEW OF CHARGES: 2010-15
I refer to your letter of 8 October to the Cabinet Secretary.
I
I

Your Committee ,is aware that the independent review of water charges for the period 201015 by the Water Industry Commission is underway.
As part of that review I have recently placed 2 key documents on the Scottish Government
website. They are the statement of Ministerial Objectives which set out our requirements for
delivery by Scottish Water over this period, and the Principles of Charging statement which
provides guidance to Scottish Water and the Water Industry Commission on factors to be
taken into accou~t in the determination of charges.
Since its creation in 2002, Scottish Water has made dramatic improvements - operational
costs have been cut by 40%, customer service has increased by a similar amount and over
£4bn has been invested in maintaining and improving the assets. Performance levels are
now approaching those of the privatised companies in England & Wales and Scottish Water
l
is rightly seen as a public sector success story. The Objectives and Principles of Charging for
the 2010-15 peri6d aim to ensure that progress is maintained so that Scottish Water matches
the highest performing companies south of the border. I attach copies of these documents for
your information.
In taking forward the review, the Water Industry Commission for Scotland will take these
documents into account. They will publish their final determination in November 2009.
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I can confirm that the Objectives will address the very important issues of climate change
mitigation and adaptation. A major contribution to this is Scottish Water's continued efforts
to reduce leakage from their distribution network. This will help to reduce the amount of
water that Scottish Water needs to abstract and also reduce the energy and economic costs
associated with tteating that water. That is why this climate change work was given the
highest priority
the draft objectives that your committee recently considered.
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The draft priority one objectives were essentially those presented to Parliament in 2005 for
2006-14 adjusted to reflect new legislation, policy priorities and improved operational
knowledge. If all the objectives (Priority 1 and Priority 2) were to be taken forward during the
2010-14 period, then an investment programme above that the Water Industry Commission
for Scotland advise can be delivered efficiently would likely be needed.
To address this, ~ome objectives were reprioritised mainly on the basis of those marked as
Priority 1 having Istatutory compliance dates before 1 April 2014 and those marked Priority 2
having either no btatutory compliance date or dates that fall after 1 April 2014. Ministers also
asked the WIC to provide a draft determination for the objectives over both a 4 year and 5
year time frame. Ministers have now confirmed that the regulatory period will be extended
by one year enabling the inclusion of some priority two objectives.
I am pleased to confirm therefore that the finalised Objectives contain additional work to
tackle climate change by including those climate change objectives that were originally
listed as priority 2 as well as recognising the specific duties placed on Scottish Water by the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act that was passed subsequent to the statement of draft
objectives.
Scottish Water was of course included in consultations on the Climate Change Bill.
Consultation on the specific duties of public bodies relating to climate change (Section 44 of
the Act) has not yet commenced. A full public consultation will be launched in Spring 2010
with a view to provide statutory guidance alongside the commencement of the duties on 1
January 2011. Given the important contribution that Scottish Water can make to recognising
the Scottish Government's climate change ambitions, their views will certainly be sought in
this process.
I trust that this response addresses the points raised in your recent letter to the Cabinet
Secretary.
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A copy of this letter and attachments goes to the Conveners of the Rural Affairs and
Environment Committee and the Finance Committee.
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